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4  Mapping Out Faster, Safer Networks

Mapping Out Faster, 
Safer Networks

Maps. We use them every day. Your GPS guides you to that new 
restaurant you’ve wanted to try. The information map in the mall points 
out where HERE is. Online gamers pull up battle maps to navigate virtual 
worlds. The social network of your friends and your friends’ friends 
weaves a cat’s cradle of intertwined relationships. Your computer files 
are stored in folders that are displayed hierarchically. Site maps lay out 
how web pages link up. And think how much easier life would be if you had 
a map of the labyrinth of telephone options you need to navigate—“Press 
1 for hours and locations”…”Press 2 to report a problem”…”Press 3 
for account information”—when you try to pay your electric bill over the 
phone.

Maps don’t just show how things are connected. They can also identify 
trouble spots and weak points you need to be aware of. GPS maps are 
able to alert you to traffic tie ups due to accidents or lane closures so 
you can adjust your route. Your security system might display a floor plan 
that shows which windows and doors are unlocked so you can protect 
your property.

Network mapping does the same things for the Internet, helping to 
direct traffic and expose vulnerabilities. Network mapping can happen at 
different layers of the Internet, including applications, routing, or physical 
infrastructure, or in different parts of the Internet. Because the Internet 
changes constantly, any map of any variety—there are many Internet 
maps and no two agree—addresses a moving target.
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Tracing network routes

The Internet Mapping Project
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Network topology

Address space

Network leaks
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Device fingerprints

Faster, more secure networks
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How Akamai 
Maps the Net: 
An Industry Perspective

Figures 1 and 2:
These two snapshots show where Akamai 
is physically deployed, with each spire re-
presenting a city where Akamai has servers. 
(Akamai can have ten or twenty datacenters 
in major cities.)  The size and color of the
spires represent the capacity and load for
that region.
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End-user request mapping

Border Gateway 
Protocol data

Figure 3: DNS Workflow.
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Traceroute data Measuring the network
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Figure 4:
The basic Akamai mapping problem is a bipartite graph optimization, as 
shown. End users, aggregated behind “Core Points” on the right, are 
mapped to the best Akamai datacenter, on the left, based on real-world 
network conditions.

1400 Akamai
datacenters

Core Points
(lots)
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Mapping through 
intermediate nodes

Figure 5:
To map through intermediate nodes, Akamai 
calculates a more complex graph, where 
paths between Akamai servers, on the right, 
and some central infrastructure, on the left, 
are optimized by finding the best intermediate 
nodes to forward traffic through.

Akamai
Intermediates

Akamai edge
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Mapping data

Graph showing aggregate level of observed activity on the first few days of the Code Red 
virus outbreak in 2001. Akamai observed the surge connection attempts from infected 
machines from around the world. 
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Mapping other 
characteristics of the 
network: Attacks, proxies, 
performance

Summary
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Figure 7:
Snapshot of Akamai’s Net Usage Index for News sites, providing a view into 
the overall usage of about 100 of the Web’s top news sites.
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R

Compressed sensing for networked data

Encoding requirements

R

Figure 1:  

Random vector

Networked data

Hypotheses
Consistent with all 
prior observations
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Decoding: Algorithms and bounds

E

Transform domain sparsity
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Sparsifying networked data

Spatial compression 

Graph wavelets 

Figure 2: 
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Diffusion wavelets 

Networked data compression 
in action

Compressed sensing for 
networked data storage 
and retrieval

Figure 3:
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<< 

Compressed sensing in wireless sensor 
networks

Figure 4: 
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Conclusions and extensions

  

Figure 5: 

Sensor network monitoring river water

Receive antenna plane

Fusion center
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Revealing Social 
Networks of Spammers

Spam doesn’t really need an introduction—anyone who owns an email address likely 
receives spam emails every day. However, spam is much more than just an annoyance. 
Spam’s hidden economic cost for companies in wasted storage, bandwidth, technical 
support, and most important, the loss of employee productivity, is astronomical. The 
annual cost of spam for a company with 12,000 employees is approximately $2.4 million, 
according to a study conducted by Windows & .NET Magazine in 2003 [1]. Since then, the 
amount of spam received has only increased. According to estimates from MessageLabs, 
over 80 percent of emails received from 2005 to 2008 were spam [2].
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Project Honey Pot

Discovering communities of spammers

Figure 1: The path of spam 
from an email address on a 
web page to your inbox
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Correlation in spam server usage

Figure 2: An example of a graph and its separation into 
two communities by spectral clustering
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Figure 3: Community structure of 
spammers inferred by correlation in 
spam server usage in October 2006

Figure 4: Alternate view of the same 
social network shown in Figure 3, 
shaded by phishing level
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Temporal correlation

Table 1: Most common 
subject lines from a 
phishing and a non-phishing 
community (truncated 
to 50 characters by 
the Project Honey Pot 
database)

Figure 5:
Community structure 
of spammers inferred 
by temporal correlation 
in October 2006
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Figure 6: Temporal spamming behavior of group of ten 
spammers over the month of October 2006, by IP
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Challenges in Internet Geolocation, 
or Where’s Waldo Online? 
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Challenges to geolocation 

Octant framework 

Geographic constraints 
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Mapping latencies to distances 

Indirect routes 

Handling uncertainty 

Figure 1 (a – d): Comprehensive use of constraints in Octant. The exact location of an IP address is usually available from the ISP that 
dynamically assigned that IP address to a particular machine. However, acquiring IP addresses from the ISPs leads to a scalability 
problem when monitoring many IP addresses: special relationships with potentially thousands of ISPs around the world could be 
required, or court orders from multiple jurisdictions—which might not even be available—could critically delay proceedings. 
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Future directions 

  

Figure 2: Octant assigns weights to constraints based on 
their inherent accuracy. Overlapping regions are given the 
sum of the weights of their components. 
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Clumps, Hoops, 
and Bubbles— 
Moving Beyond Clustering 
n the Analysis of Data

xploratory data analysis is the search for structure in complex 
data. In many cases the origins and statistical properties of a 

data set may be poorly understood. Data may also be incomplete or 
noisy. How can we understand the information contained in such a 
data set when we don’t even know what questions to ask?

One of the most common first steps in data analysis is to cluster the 
data points—that is, to look for groups of data points that appear 
o have some set of characteristics in common. Data clusters are 

statistical features that can be discovered by a computer and then 
nvestigated further. In a topological sense, however, data clusters 
are the simplest type of structure—a connected mass of points.

The rapidly developing new field of topological data analysis has 
given us algorithms that can be thought of as a higher-dimensional 
analogue to data clustering. This paper will explain some of these 
opological methods and give examples of how they have been used.
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Motivating example: 
Bushy-tailed tree rats Algebraic topology in pictures

Figure 2: Data points are represented by 
squirrel shapes. The data points form two 
distinct clusters. These clusters represent 
an interesting bit of statistical structure 
that can be further explored. Refuge map is 
adapted from [3].

Figure 1: This squirrel will kill your plants 
and not feel bad about it

Figure 3: In this example, the squirrels 
seem to avoid the region in the center. This 
is also an interesting bit of structure in the 
data. But how do you discover or interpret 
the absence of data points in a region?
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Triangulating spaces

Persistent homology

Figure 4: To a topologist a coffee cup and a 
donut are equivalent objects. They are both 
solid three-dimensional objects with one 
hole.

Figure 5: Some simple topological spaces and their Betti numbers. Intuitively, the k th Betti 
number counts the number of k-dimensional holes in the space.

Fact: A computer can 
compute the Betti numbers 

of a simplicial complex.

A solid 2-dimensional blob

A 2D blob with three holes

A sphere

A torus
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Visualizing persistence

Figure 6: A set of discrete points has no interesting topology. Studying the 
triangulation leads to finding the interesting topology.

Figure 8(a–e): A nested sequence of triangulations of a set of data points. Because the data points form what looks like a circle, it 
seems reasonable to compute the Betti number . In fact, computing the first Betti number for every triangulation in the sequence 
gives the wrong answer. This outcome shows how noise can be a problem in topological computations.

Figure 7: Low-dimensional simplices and
a Simplicial Complex

Continuous Space Discrete Data Points Triangulation Simplices Simplicial
Complex
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Computing homology
Computing persistent homology

Figure 9: The persistence barcode for the data pictured in Figure 8. The short blue lines 
correspond to loops that appeared and were quickly filled in as the threshold increased 
(noise), and the long line corresponds to the circular structure of the data.

Figure 10: A simple example of a nested sequence of spaces and the corresponding persistence barcodes for dimensions  and .
At  there are two disconnected points, so there are two lines in the  persistence barcode. At  those two points become 
connected, so only one of the lines in the barcode persists. A new disconnected point appears, though, so a new line in the barcode 
begins at . At  the first loop forms, so a line appears in the  barcode. All of the points are connected at this point. From 

 on there is only one line in the  barcode. At  the loop is divided into two distinct loops, so a new line appears in the  
barcode. At  one of the extra loops is filled in, so the second line in the  barcode ends. At  all loops are filled in, so all lines 
in the  barcode have ended.
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Software tools

Homology and statistics

Applications and examples
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Encounter traces

time Node ID 1 Node ID 2

9:42:30 20 12

9:47:01 72 31

9:47:21 58 20

10:02:55 64 45

... ... ...

Defining a metric on an 
encounter trace
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Building a witness complex

Figure 11: The topology of the space 
affects the type of encounter patterns that 
are possible. If the space is like a line, node 
A cannot encounter node C without one of 
them encountering node B. If the space is 
like a loop, nodes A and C can encounter 
each other without encountering node B.
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Experiments and results

One-dimensional experiments

Interpreting the results

Figure 12: An example of four encounters involving four nodes and the resulting 
weighted graph. Each encounter becomes a vertex in the graph, and encounters with 
nodes in common are weighted with the time difference.

Figure 13: Naked mole rats live in networks 
of underground tunnels. These tunnels are 
effectively one-dimensional spaces. This is 
what the squirrel in Figure 1 would look like 
without fur.
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Detecting changes in a space

Detecting changes in a 2D space
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Figure 14: The witness complex and persistence barcode for an experiment in the 
two-loop space. The x and y coordinates in the witness complex plot correspond to the 
physical location of the encounters and are used to visualize the results, but are not 
used in the computation. The z-axis corresponds to the encounter time.
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Experiments with real 
encounter data

Figure 15: The witness complex obtained from the 
expanding/contracting loop experiment. The Betti 
numbers of a sphere were recovered, demonstrating 
that persistent homology can detect certain types of 
changes in the physical space.

Figure 17: The persistence barcodes from the first day of the Haggle Cambridge Computer 
Lab experiment. A fairly persistent 1-cycle on the scale of 50-65 minutes was observed. 
These results cannot conclusively be explained, but they do demonstrate how persistent 
homology can reveal topological structure in real encounter trace data.

Figure 16: The witness complex obtained for the repulsion phase of the 
2D random walk experiment. The number of simplices made it intractable 
to compute the homology of the entire data set at once.
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Conclusions 
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 The
       Information Assurance

Mission at NSAMissHost and Network 
  Integrity
     through Trusted Computing

Overview
One of the biggest challenges facing computer 
network administrators today is keeping track of 
the hosts on their networks. Without this knowl-
edge, it is impossible to keep all hosts patched, 
up-to-date, and protected from infection and ex-
ploitation by malware. 

Trusted computing technologies can help ad-
ministrators take control of their networks so 
that they can begin to address security problems. 
Products that leverage these technologies are be-
coming more and more widely available. Network 
owners should position themselves to take full ad-
vantage of these new products by making sure that 
they purchase hosts that support the full range of 
trusted computing technologies.

Trusted Computing Group
The Trusted Computing Group (TCG) is an indus-
try and government consortium formed to devel-
op and promote standards for trusted computing 
technologies. They have produced specifications 
and guidance for—among other things—the 
hardware TPM, the measured boot and launch of 
PC operating systems, and the TNC network secu-
rity architecture.

Trusted Platform Module
Trusted Computing Technologies are included in 
most PC desktop systems sold today. The most 
common is the Trusted Platform Module (TPM). 
The TPM is a motherboard-based cryptoprocessor 
with capabilities that include secure generation 
and storage of cryptographic keys, and generation 
of random numbers.

An important capability of the TPM with respect to 
host integrity is the accumulation and secure stor-rr
age of system measurements. Measurements are 
hashes of host software computed by the host and 

accumulated within the TPM. If the same compo-
nents are measured at a later time and the mea-
surements have changed, then the components
have changed. This mechanism can be used to
detect whether system software has been infected 
with malware.

Measured Boot and 
Measured Launch

Measurement is a powerful capability for 
generating information about the integrity of 
software and data. Many hosts that support a 
TPM include a Trusted Computing Group (TCG)-
compliant BIOS that automatically measures the 
host’s pre-boot environment. When compared 
with prior measurements, this measurement 
indicates whether the BIOS, boot loader, and 
other low-level system components have been 
modified since the last system boot.

Many modern microprocessors support a 
measured launch capability that can be leveraged 
to ensure the integrity of a post-boot software 
environment—such as an operating system 
kernel or virtual machine hypervisor. The 
measured launch may be used in conjunction with 
pre-boot measurements to provide reasonable
assurance that critical system components have 
not been modified since the last launch. This 
potentially powerful capability is provided by 
microprocessors that support Intel Trusted 
Execution Technology (TXT) and AMD-V 
virtualization.

Network Access Control
Simply measuring pre- and post-boot environ-
ments is not enough to ensure network integrity. 
In order to actually improve the security of a net-
work, the measurements computed for individual 
hosts must be collected and acted upon. At the 
very least, measurements should be reported 
to system administrators, who can then decide
whether action is needed. Ultimately, systems 
can attest their integrity to a centralized network 
access-control point using an architecture such
as Trusted Network Connect (TNC). The control 

point can decide whether the host should be al-
lowed on the network.

Recommendations
Trusted Computing Technologies can  provide net-
work administrators with basic information about 
host integrity without expensive hardware or ex-
cessive administrative overhead.

The potential benefits of trusted computing are 
well worth the minimal investment. While today 
it is hard to buy a PC that does not come with a 
TPM, hosts that support measured launch are less 
common. When purchasing new hosts, system
owners should look for desktops and servers 
that include a TPM and support for measured 
launch and protected execution—such as Intel’s 
Trusted Execution Technology (TXT) or AMD-V 
virtualization technology.

Hosts that support TPMs should have their 
TPMs turned on and activated from the BIOS. This 
enables measurement of the pre-boot environment, 
and is necessary for measured launch. For more 
information on trusted computing and taking
advantage of the TPM, see “How to Use the TPM: 
A Guide to Hardware-Based Endpoint Security,” 
on the TCG website.

www.trustedcomputing.org

For more information,
Email:  hostintegrity@tycho.nsa.gov

Take Control of
your network

Enable
your Trusted 

Platform Module






